
A building for the tourism purposes needs to have two specific 
features when it is located in one of the most astonishing places 
in the world. First of all it has to allow the visitors to take a breath 
and to collect all the information, then, equally important, it has to 
ensure the best overview on the sorroundings. 

It has been decided to place the building on the opposite side of 
the waterfall called “The Seven Sisters”, easily reachable by car 
thanks to the close road. This location allows also to have one of the 
beautiful view of the fjords, both externally and internally.
 
In order not to overrun this almost uncontamihated place, it has 
been pillars. The walls are entirely glasses and the two different 
floors are separete, in order to ensure clear. The core of the project 
is the great coverage, that also becomes a square with a wonderful 
view. This is totally independent from the building below and it is 
supported by two strong strut brace over. 

The square will carry out varius functions: events, kids area, meeting 
point, but above all, it will allow to enjoy the view on the waterfall 
called “The Seven Sisters”. The floor --1, reachable by a stair that 
still faces the nature outide, hosts a dining area, where visitors 
could have their own meals. The floor -2 is where the information 
area is and also where people could find guides for their visits.
 
The climatic feature hasn’t been forgetten, for this reason a “palafitte” 
building has been realized, allowing the natural air recinnculing. 
The center also has a big coverage, that shelters from the sun in 
summer and from the severe weather in the winter.
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